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Abstract 

The box problem is a problem concerning a rectangular sheet of paper 
which is cut from each corner by an identical square and finding the 
size of the excised square so that the resulting paper folds into an open 
box of maximum volume. In [2], Hotchkiss obtained the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of the integral solution and the 
rational solution to the box problem. Our aim in this paper is to study 
various properties concerning the integral volume of the box. Under 
the existence of the integral solution, some conditions about the 
integral volume are obtained and the minimum volume is known. 
Moreover, there are finitely many box problems that have the same 
solution and the same integral volume. 
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1. Introduction 

Let a and b be side-lengths of a rectangular sheet of paper which is cut 
from each corner by the identical square of a side-length s. In general, the 
open box obtained by folding the resulting paper has the maximum volume 
when s is a positive real number satisfying 

( ) ( ) 022 =−− ssbsads
d  and ( ) ( ) ,0222

2
<−− ssbsa

ds
d  

and hence, using an elementary calculation, one can show that 

( ) .6

22 bababas +−−+=  

This event is known as the box problem and s is the solution to the problem. 
If we are interested in finding the rational solution, then the problem is called 
the rational box problem. Similarly, if the solution is an integer, then the 
problem is called the integral box problem. Besides the solution above, in 
2002, Hotchkiss [2] used some geometric argument to obtain the necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the existence of the solution to the rational box 
problem and the integral box problem in the case that a and b are rational 
numbers as follows. 

Theorem 1.1 (Rational box problem) [2]. The rational solution to the 
box problem, obtained by the paper of rational side-lengths a and b, exists if 

and only if ( )21 mra −=  and ( ),2 2mmrb −=  where r and m are rational 

numbers with .10 << m  

Theorem 1.2 (Integral box problem) [2]. The integral solution to the box 
problem, obtained by the paper of rational side-lengths a and b, exists if and 

only if ( ) ( ),2,1 22 mmrbmra −=−=  and ( )2mmr −  is an even integer, 

where r and m are rational numbers with .10 << m  

Note that by the theorems above if the solution to the box problem exists, 

then one can show that ( ) .2

2mmrs −=  That is why ( )2mmr −  must be 
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divided by 2 for the case of the existence of the integral solution. Moreover, 
the volume of the box is 

( ) ( ) ( ) .2222 2
223

rsmmrssbsaV =−=−−=  

For examples, the pair ( ) ( )8,3, =ba  yields the rational solution 3
2=s  since 

a and b satisfy Theorem 1.1 when 3
25=r  and ,5

4=m  and the pair ( )ba,  

( )8,5=  yields the integral solution 1=s  since a and b satisfy Theorem 1.2 

when 9=r  and .3
2=m  

Now consider the box problem with distinct integral side-lengths. That 
is, a and b are distinct positive integers. Without of loss of generality, we 
assume that .ba <  We say that a pair ( )ba,  is minimal for the box problem 

if ( )ba,  gives rise to a solution to the problem and for each pair ( )dc,  with 

dc <  giving rise to a solution to such a problem, ca <  or, ca =  and <b  
.d  In 2009, Chuang [1] showed that the pairs (3, 8) and (5, 8) are minimal 

for the rational box problem and the integral box problem, respectively. 

In this paper, we focus on the integral box problem obtained by the paper 
of rational side-lengths. Some various properties are obtained, including the 
properties about the volume of the box. 

2. Integral Box Problem 

Throughout this section, we assume that the integral box problem, 
obtained by the paper of rational side-lengths a and b, has the solution. By 

Theorem 1.2, there exist +∈ Qmr,  with 10 << m  such that 

( ) ( ) ,2,1 22 ++ ∈−=∈−= QQ mmrbmra  and ( ) .2

2
+∈−= Zmmrs  

Here s is the solution to the problem which is the side-length of the excised 
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square. Moreover, the volume of the box is 

( ) ( ) .222 2rsssbsaV =−−=  

Theorem 2.1. With the above notations, +∈ Zr  if and only if ., +∈ Zba  

In other words, r is a positive integer if and only if the paper dimensions are 
integers. 

Proof. Assume that t
um =  for some ( ) 1,gcd,, =∈ + tutu Z  and .tu <  

Note that ( ) 1,gcd =tu  implies ( ) ( ) .1,gcd,gcd 22 =−= tuttu  

(⇒) Suppose that .+∈ Zr  Since ( ) ( ) ,212
+∈=−=− Zsmrm

t
utru  we 

obtain that ( ),2 utrut −|  and so rt |2  because of ( ( ) ) .1,gcd 2 =− tutu  We 

assume that ltr 2=  for some .+∈ Zl  Therefore, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,1 22
2

22
2 +∈−=−=−= Zutl

t
utrmra  

and 

( ) ( ) ( ) .222 2
2

2
2 +∈−=−=−= Zuutl

t
uutrmmrb  

Moreover, ( ) ( ) +∈−−= ZsbsasV 22  because of .,, +∈ Zsba  

(⇐) Suppose that +∈ ZVba ,,  and q
pr =  for some +∈ Zqp,  and 

( ) .1,gcd =qp  

We will show that .1=q  Since ( ) ( ) ,1 2
2

22
+∈=−=− Zamr

qt
utp  we 

obtain that ( ),22 utpq −|  and so ( )22 utq −|  because of ( ) .1,gcd =qp  

Similarly, 
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( ) ( ) ,22 2
2

2
+∈=−=

− Zbmmr
qt

uutp  

and 

( ) ( ) ,212

2
+∈=−=− Zsmrm

qt
uutp  

imply ( )22 uutq −|  and ( ).2uutq −|  Hence, ( ).,2gcd 22 uutuutq −−|  

However, 

( ) ( ( ) )22222 ,2gcd,2gcd uutuutuutuutuut −−−−=−−  

( )2,gcd uutut −=  

( )2,gcd uut=  

( )utu ,gcd⋅=  

.u=  

Then ,uq |  and so .2uq |  Since ( ) ., 222 tqutq |−|  Therefore, ( )2,gcd tuq |  

,1=  i.e., .1=q  Finally, we can conclude that .+∈== Zpq
pr  ~ 

Corollary 2.2. With the above notations, +∈ Zr  if and only if Vba ,,  

.+∈ Z  In other words, r is a positive integer if and only if the paper 
dimensions and the volume are all integers. 

Proof. Use the fact that if ,,, +∈ Zba  then ( ) ( )ssbsaV 22 −−=  

.+∈ Z  ~ 

Next we are interested in the integral volumes of the boxes in the integral 
box problem which has the solution. The following theorem shows that the 
minimum of all possible volumes is 16 and, it occurs when the box is 
obtained by the square paper of side-length 6 and the excised square of side-
length 1. 
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Theorem 2.3. If the volumes in the integral box problem are integers, 
then the minimum of all possible volumes is 16. 

Proof. Suppose that .+∈ ZV  The proof is divided into two cases. 

Case 1. .1=s  Assume that t
um =  and q

pr =  for some ,,,, +∈ Zqptu  

( ) ( ) 1,gcd,gcd == qptu  and .tu <  Note that ( ) 1,gcd =tu  implies 

( ) ( ) .1,gcd,gcd 22 =−= tuttu  

Moreover, ( ) ( ) ,12
1

2 2 ==−=− smrm
qt

utpu  i.e., ( ).2 2 utpuqt −=  Since 

,222 2 +∈=== ZVrsrq
p  we have ,2 pq |  and so 2|q  because of 

( ) .1,gcd =qp  That is, 1=q  or .2=q  

Case 1.1. .1=q  We have ( ).2 2 utput −=  Then ,2 pt |  i.e., there exists 
+∈ Zl  such that .2ltp =  Then ( ).2 utlu −=  Therefore, we obtain the 

following possible cases. 

(1) If ,1,1 == ul  then ,3,2 ==− tut  and so .1822 2 === ltq
pV  

(2) If ,2,1 == ul  then ,3,1 ==− tut  and so .182 2 == ltV  

(3) If ,1,2 == ul  then ,2,1 ==− tut  and so .162 2 == ltV  

Case 1.2. .2=q  We have ( ).4 2 utput −=  Similarly, there exists 
+∈ Zl  such that .2ltp =  Then ( ).4 utlu −=  Note that ( ) .1,gcd =− utu  

Now we obtain the following possible cases. 

(1) If ,1,1 == ul  then ,5,4 ==− tut  and so .252 2 === ltq
pV  

(2) If ,4,1 == ul  then ,5,1 ==− tut  and so .252 == ltV  
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(3) If ,1,2 == ul  then ,3,2 ==− tut  and so .182 == ltV  

(4) If ,2,2 == ul  then 3,1 ==− tut  and so .182 == ltV  

(5) If ,1,4 == ul  then ,2,1 ==− tut  and so .162 == ltV  

Case 2. .2≥s  Consider ( ) R→1,0:f  defined by ( ) ( )xxxf −= 1  for 

all ( ).1,0∈x  We have for each ( ),1,0∈x  

( ) ( ) ( ) xxfxfxf 21,01,0 −=′>>  and ( ) .2−=′′ xf  

Then ( )xf  has the maximum value at 2
1=x  and .4

1
2
1 =⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛f  Therefore 

( ) ,4
11 ≤− xx  i.e., ( ) 41

1 ≥
− xx  

for all ( ).1,0∈x  Since 10 << m  and ,2≥s  

( ) ,41
1 ≥
− mm  and so ( ) .161

2 ≥
−

= mm
sr  

Hence, .1282 2 ≥= rsV  

By the two cases above, we conclude that the minimum of the volume is 
16. ~ 

Now consider +
+

∈
−

= Q
12

2
2

32

k

k
r  and ,

2
12

1
+

+
∈−= Qk

k
m  where .+∈ Zk  

It is obvious that .10 << m  Furthermore, we can show that 

( ) ( ) ,
12

1232,
12

1232
+

+⋅=
−

−⋅= k

k

k

k
ba  and .1=s  

This implies that there are infinitely many integral box problems that have 
the same solution. If we further fix the volume of the boxes to be some 
positive integer, then we come up with the question that “Are there still 
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infinitely many integral box problems?” The answer is “No” as seen in the 
following theorem. 

Theorem 2.4. If the solution to the integral box problems with the paper 
dimensions a and b, and the integral volume of the boxes are given, then 
there are finitely many pairs of ( )., ba  

Proof. Suppose that +∈ ZV  and s are fixed. Assume that t
um =  and 

q
pr =  for some ( ) ( ) 1,gcd,gcd,,,, ==∈ + qptuqptu Z  and .tu <  Note 

that +∈== ZVrsq
ps 2

2
22  implies .21 2sq ≤≤  Then there are finitely 

many possible values of q because s is given. Now consider each value of q. 

Since ( ) ( ) +∈=−=− Zsmrm
qt

utpu 212  and ( ( ) ) ,1,gcd 2 =− tutu  we obtain 

that .2 pt |  We assume that ltp 2=  for some .+∈ Zl  Then ( ) ,2 q
utlus −=  

and so ( ) .22 ≥=− squtlu  By the fundamental theorem of arithmetic, =sq2  

,321
321

na
n

aaa pppp …  where ip  is a prime number and +∈ Zia  for all ,1=i  

...., n  Let A and B denote the sets 

{( ) ( ) },and2,, tuutlusqtul <−=|××∈ +++ ZZZ  

and 

{( ) },2,, xyzsqzyx =|××∈ +++ ZZZ  

respectively. We will claim that .BA =  Define AB →ϕ :  by ( )zyx ,,ϕ  

( )zyyx += ,,  for all ( ) .,, Bzyx ∈  For each ( ) ( )yzyxyBzyx −+∈ ,,,  

sqxyz 2==  and yzy >+  which imply that ( ) .,, Azyyx ∈+  Then ϕ is 

well-defined. It is easy to check that ϕ is injective. For each ( ) ,,, Atul ∈  

( )utlusq −=2  and +∈− Zut  which imply that ( ) ,,, Butul ∈−  and also 
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( ) ( ).,,,, tulutul =−ϕ  Then ϕ is surjective. We have the claim. Since 

{( ) },2offactorsare,,,, sqkjikjiCB |××∈=⊆ +++ ZZZ  

and C is finite, so is A. For each ( ) ,,, Atul ∈  

( ) ( ) ( ) .2,,
222

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ −−= q
uutl

q
utlba  

Therefore, for each q there are finitely many pairs of ( )., ba  Since the number 

of possible values of q is finite, the theorem is proved. ~ 
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